Links on this site may contain excerpts from Freedom Teachings® and the Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings®
presented as research references.
I am mindful of copyrights. So where ever possible I will make sure to include the copyright
markings on the excerpts. This statement serves as copyright notification for any excerpts where
the original copyright may be cropped or missing. Many excerpts on this site come from the original
works of the MCEO Freedom Teachings® or ARhAyas Productions® (herein referred to as “KS
Materials”) which I believe are now all owned by E’Asha Ashayana ARhAyas. Other excerpts may
come from source and reference material in the public domain.
All excerpts here are presented in accordance with Fair Use Copyright laws. KS Materials are
presented to the public as factual reference and training material – basically an encyclopedia for
bio-regenesis and self-healing (#1 and 2 below). Excerpts can be used without permission or
payment as long as the “use” is for research or as critique according to the following definition:
17 U.S.C. § 107
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 17 U.S.C. § 106 and 17 U.S.C. § 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work,
including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use),
scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a work in any
particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include:
1. the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for
nonprofit educational purposes;
2. the nature of the copyrighted work;
3. the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
4. the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding is made upon
consideration of all the above factors.

“Fair Use” is also especially applicable when materials are presented in a transformative manner –
meaning the interpretation or presentation does not mimic the copyright holder but rather
presents the quoted information from a unique perspective. I believe the use of KS materials on this
site easily satisfies these criteria. I have not altered the work, and I have used my own personal
library of KS Materials which contains over 100 titles as the source for these excerpts.
My personal library has over 7,000 scanned/indexed pages and over 1,000 hours of audio/video
content and only a very small portion of that will be posted or referenced here as excerpts (#3).
Also, I am not presenting this material for profit, or as my original work (#1). Instead I am posting
excerpts as research references to present a perspective which others might find helpful in their KS
studies (#4) and that I most sincerely believe to be in the best interest of the public.
Any enquiry regarding the use of copyrighted material on this site can be emailed to ShADahLuun@KRYSTHL.org.

